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Motor Part Numbers:  What do they mean?                                     By: Lucien Miller 

When you get started using Electric Power Systems, one of the most confusing things you must deal 

with is all the different ways that motor companies use to describe and number their motors.  Some use 

external dimensions, while others use stator dimensions.  Some companies size their motors by 

comparing them to equivalent glow engines while others make up a numbering system that has nothing 

to do with the size or power of the motor.  This can make it extremely confusing to compare a motor 

from one manufacturer to another with any degree of certainty.  To be able to clear up a lot of the 

mysteries surrounding this problem, we will look at several of the different numbering systems that are 

currently being used and how they compare to one another. 

With any brushless motor, the part of the motor that makes the power is the stator.  The stator is made 

from a stack of steel laminations, most typically with 12 individual stator pole segments, and looks like 

the examples shown below. 

 

These stators are wrapped with enamel coated copper wire to make each pole of the stator into an 

electromagnet.  The Speed Controller then switches the power from the battery to each of the magnet 

poles in a rotary sequence, and then the magnets that are glued to the inside surface of the rotor can 

get attracted to, and then chase, the rotating magnetic field as it spins around the stator.  An example of 

a typical wound stator and rotor assembly are shown in the next photo. 
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When you look at motors from various manufacturers, you can have 4 different motors, all with 

different numbering schemes, that sound like completely different motors, but are all physically the 

same size.  The next photo shows 4 different motors from 4 different manufactures, with completely 

different model numbers, that are all based around a stator that is 28mm in diameter by 26mm in 

length. 
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The Cobra motor uses the stator size for its part number, followed by the number of turns of wire per 

stator pole pair.  The Rimfire motor uses the name of the type of plane it is designed to go in, namely 

EF1 class pylon racers.  The Turnigy motor uses the external dimensions of the motor, followed by the 

number of turns of wire per individual pole, and the E-Flite motor name gives no indication of motor 

size, it simply suggests that it makes about the same power as a .25 size 2-stroke glow engine. 

In all cases, the amount of power that any motor can make is directly proportional to the surface area of 

the stator assembly, since this is where all the magnetic interaction takes place.  Because of this, the 

most sensible way to describe the size and power output of a motor is to give the dimensions of the 

stator.  Typically, in this numbering scheme, the stator size is represented by a 4-digit number, where 

the first two digits give the diameter of the stator in millimeters and the last two digits give the overall 

length of the stator, also in millimeters.  For example, a 3520 motor would have a stator that is 35mm in 

diameter by 20mm in length.  For larger motors, over 99mm in diameter, additional digits are used.  In 

this case, a large multirotor motor that has a stator which is 120mm in diameter by 20mm in length 

would have a part number like 12020. 

Most of the better motor manufacturers such as BadAss, Scorpion, Cobra, KDE, AXI and Tempest, to 

name a few, use this stator size numbering scheme to describe the size of their motors.  With motors 

that use this numbering scheme it is relatively easy to compare one brand of motor to another.  Motors 

with the same stator size and similar Kv values will make similar output power. 

The next common numbering scheme for motors uses the external dimensions of the motor.  Again, this 

is normally a 4-digit number, with the first 2 digits giving the outside diameter of the rotor can of the 

motor and the last 2 digits giving the over length of the motor, from the back mounting face to the front 

of the motor.  A lot of motor companies such as EMP, RimFire, Leopard, NTM, Turnigy and others use 

this numbering scheme.  While this numbering scheme does work, it is prone to many inaccuracies.  If a 

motor has a longer rear housing, or if the front end has a raised bump on it for centering the prop 

adapter, different companies chose different external points to measure to, which leads to confusion.  

Because of this, you could have a 3538 motor, a 3536 motor and a 3540 motor that all have a 28mm x 

20mm stator inside, and therefore all make about the same power, but the different part numbers make 

them sound like they are different size motors. 

Describing a motor by the stator size would be the closest thing to the way internal combustion engines 

are sized by the cubic inches or liters of piston displacement.  Using the external dimensions of a motor 

really does not tell you about the energy producing potential of a motor.  A good example of this would 

be going to a car show.  If you ask a guy what size engine he has in his car, and he says that it is a 327 

cubic inch V8, you know exactly what size engine he has.  If you go to another guy and ask him what size 

engine he has, and he tells you that it is 22 inches long and 23 inches wide and 20 inches tall, you have 

no idea of the motor size or power output whatsoever. 

One key parameter that can let you know if two motors are the same “size” is the weight of the motor.  

No matter how you name it, any motor made with 2826 size stator is going to weigh roughly the same 

as any other motor made with a 2826 size stator, since they all have similar parts inside.  If one 

company’s 2826 motor weighs 171 grams, and another company’s 3548 motor weighs 169 grams, then 

you can be pretty sure that they are physically the same size motor, and will produce similar power. 
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Where people run into problems is when they are trying to compare two brands of motors where one is 

using stator size, while the other is using external dimensions.  They buy a kit that calls out an 

inexpensive import 2826 size motor, and then want to use a better-quality motor, so they get a 2826 

from another vendor.  When the motor arrives, they discover that it is WAY larger than they were 

expecting and does not fit in the airplane.  A cheaper 2826 motor will have External dimensions of 

28mm in diameter by 26mm in length.  However, inside this motor, there is normally a stator that 

measures only 22mm in diameter by 8mm in length.  To properly compare this motor to the other 

brand, that uses stator size, you should actually buy a 2208 size motor.  This is where the weight of the 

motor can tell you if the motors are the same size or not.   

For example, a Dualsky 2826-10 motor, that uses external dimensions for its model number, weighs just 

43 grams and has a Kv value of 2200 RPM/Volt.  If you look a Cobra 2826/10 motor, it weighs 171 grams 

and has a Kv value of 930 RPM/Volt.  Obviously, these are two completely different motors, and are not 

interchangeable with one another! 

If you look at the Cobra 2208/20 motor you will see that it weighs 46 grams and has a Kv value of 2000 

RPM/Volt, making it a very close match to the Dualsky 2826 motor because it has the same size stator. 

The next thing to look at is the Kv value of a motor.  The Kv of a motor is not called Kilovolts as many 

people mistakenly refer to it.  Kv is an engineering term that means the Voltage Constant of the motor 

and is expressed in units of RPM/Volt.  Kv by itself tells you nothing about the power output of a motor, 

it simply states how fast the motor spins, in a no-load condition, with respect to the voltage applied to 

the motor.  For example, if you have a motor that has a Kv value of 960 RPM/Volt, and you power it 

from a 3-cell LiPo battery that makes 11.1 volts, at full throttle, with no load applied, the motor will spin 

at approximately 960 x 11.1 or 10,656 RPM.  The actual speed the motor spins at will vary a bit, 

depending on the ESC that is used to power the motor and the timing value set in the ESC. 

The Kv value of a motor is usually represented in one of a few different ways.  First, on motors like the 

BadAss, KDE and Tempest brands, the Kv value is explicitly stated as a dash number after the stator size.  

For example, a BA-2820-910Kv motor has a stator that is 28mm in diameter by 20mm in length and has 

a Kv value of 910 RPM per volt. 

The next expression of the Kv value of the motor is given by the number of turns of wire wrapped 

around each individual stator pole of the motor.  Dualsky and Suppo are two companies that use this 

numbering scheme, and these motors have part numbers such as 2830EA-10 or A2212/6 respectively.  

On these motors, the dash number at the end of the motor size number really does not tell you anything 

about the Kv value of the motor, it simply tells you how many turns of wire are wrapped around each 

stator pole.  You must look up the actual Kv value in a specification table for the motor.  Also, the Kv 

value given by the number of turns varies with every different stator size, so there is no consistency in 

this numbering scheme.  Many companies will get around this by putting both the turns count and the 

actual Kv value of the motor, either on a sticker or by laser engraving directly on the motor. 

Other companies will give the part number as the number of turns per pair of stator poles.  Cobra 

motors and AXI motors are 2 of the companies that use this numbering method and have part numbers 

like C-2820/10 which means that the stator size is 28mm in diameter by 20mm in length, and there are 

10 turns of wire per pair of poles or 5 turns per pole.  These turn numbers are almost always even values 

like 8, 10, 12 or 14 and every pole has the same number of turns, with each being half of the number 
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shown.  Occasionally you will need a motor with a K value that is in between what you could get going 

from one even number to the next.  In rare cases you will see a motor that uses the pole pair turns 

designation, but it is an odd number, one example is the Cobra C-2217/7.  In this case in each pole pair, 

one pole will have 3 turns and the other will 4 turns.  This provides a Kv value roughly half-way between 

what you would get in a 6-turn versus an 8-turn motor. 

Further confusing the motor numbering issues are companies that use a type of hybrid numbering 

scheme that gives mixed information about the motor.  Hacker motors use a numbering scheme like this 

with part numbers such as A20-26M or A30-14L.  In these motors, the A means that it is an Airplane 

motor.  The first two digits gives the diameter of the motor stator in millimeters.  The next two 

numbers, after the dash, gives the number of turns of wire wrapped around each pole pair, and the 

letter at the end gives a relative length of the stator in that family of motors.  For this S, M, L and XL are 

used to signify Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large stator length.  Further adding to the confusion is 

the fact that the length of the S, M, L and XL stators is different for each diameter of stator, so you need 

to go to the owner’s manual and hope to find those values or resort to taking the motor apart and 

actually measuring the length of the stator with a ruler or set of calipers. 

Torque motors is another brand that uses a mixed hybrid numbering scheme with part numbers such as 

2830T/1095 or 2814T/820.  In these part numbers, the first 2 digits is the diameter of the stator in 

millimeters and the next 2 digits followed by the letter T means that the motor has that many turns of 

wire per pole pair.  No reference to stator length is given at all in these part numbers.  Finally, the 

number after the slash indicates the Kv value of the motor in RPM/Volt.  This causes confusion with 

modelers that want to use a different motor than the one recommended for their kit, and then buy 

another brand with a similar part number.  For example, the Torque 2814T/820 motor actually has a 

28x20mm stator in it with a 14-turn wind per pole pair.  If someone buys a 2814 motor from another 

company with a Kv close to 820 RPM/Volt, when they get it they discover that it is 2/3 the size of the 

Torque motor and therefore only makes about 2/3 the amount of power.  In this case looking at the 

motor weight tells the tale.  The Torque 2814T/820 motor weighs 143 grams.  If you look at the weight 

of an AXI 2814/20 motor, which has a Kv value of 840 RPM/Volt, it only weighs 106 grams, so it is 

obviously a smaller motor.  The proper match for the Torque motor from AXI would be the 2820/14 

motor, which has a Kv value of 860 and weighs 148 grams. 

Another numbering method that is used by several motor companies, such as E-Flite, RimFire, NTM and 

some Turnigy models, is to give the motor size by the equivalent of the 2-stroke glow engine that the 

motor is designed to replace.  This is done to try and simplify things for people that are making the 

switch from glow engines to electric motors, but there are several serious problems with this naming 

scheme.  First is the fact that electric motor will often spin larger props at lower speeds than glow 

engines do.  Also, because electric motors tend to spin at approximately the same speed, regardless of 

prop size used, the amount of power they make varies dramatically with prop size.  A Power 25 motor 

ONLY makes the power of a .25 2-stroke glow engine with certain specific combinations of battery 

voltage and prop size.  If you put a prop on that is too small, the Power 25 motor might only make the 

power of a .10 glow engine, and if you put too large of a prop on it, it could make the power of a .40 

glow engine, right up to the point where it overheats and burns up! 

This is where the commonly used rule of thumb that says “1 cubic inch of 2-stroke glow power is roughly 

equal to 2000 watts of electric power” comes into play.  Using this comparison, a .25 glow engine is 
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roughly equal to a 500-watt electric motor.  Likewise, a .40 glow engine would be equal to 800 watts and 

a .60 glow engine would be equal to 1200 watts of electric power.  If you use one of these types of 

motors, the best thing to do is use a wattmeter in between the battery and ESC to measure the voltage 

and current of the system, which can then be expressed as watts of input power.  If you have one 

company’s Power 40 motor, and it is running on a 4-cell battery with a prop that pulls 55 amps of 

current, you can calculate the watts by multiplying the battery voltage, 14.8 volts, by the current, and 

14.8 x 55 equals 814 watts, which according to our rule of thumb truly is the power of a .40 glow engine. 

On the other hand, if you are using a smaller prop, and the motor is only pulling 34 amps, then the 

motor is making 14.8 x 34 or 503 watts of power.  With this prop, your Power 40 motor is effectively 

making the same power as a .25 glow engine, and the performance will suffer.  This is why it is critically 

important to have a wattmeter to measure the actual power of your electric motors, so you know what 

performance to expect and to see what prop is best to use on the motor. 

Understanding what motor part numbers actually mean is very important when it comes to selecting a 

motor for a given aircraft.  However, this is not the only information you need to make an informed 

decision about a motor purchase.  There is a TON of other important information that, unfortunately, 

most motor manufacturers leave out when listing their motors.  Quite often a motor manufacturer will 

simply state that a motor is “For use on 4 to 6 cells with props from 12x6 to 15x8” and nothing else. 

After reading this, many beginners to electric power systems will mistakenly think, “If I use a bigger 

battery, the motor will make more power, so I better use a bigger prop to absorb all that power” when 

in fact, the exact opposite is true.  When the motor spins slower, you need to use a BIGGER prop to 

make the required power and when the motor spins faster you need a SMALLER prop to keep from 

pulling too much current from the motor.  In this specific example, you would probably use a 15x8 prop 

on 4 cells, a 13x8 or 14x7 prop on 5 cells and a 12x6 prop on 6 cells to get the motor to pull the 

maximum safe current so that it makes the most power. 

The absolute best information available in this regard is a performance data chart that shows the real 

performance values of the motor with a variety of different props over a range of battery voltages.  

Unfortunately, only a small handful of companies take the time to measure and publish this data.  It is 

EXTREMELY time consuming to do this, taking several days of work to test, record and compile this data 

into meaningful charts for each and every motor, but without this data, you are essentially shooting in 

the dark, randomly trying different props to figure out which one will work for your motor.   

Some of the brands that do provide this level of data are BadAss, Cobra, KDE, T-Motor and Tempest.  

The next few pages show examples of the data charts provided by these brands of motors.  With this 

kind of data, it becomes very easy to know the exact performance that you can expect from any given 

motor and prop combination, running on a specific size battery.  With the information about the Input 

Watts, you can calculate the Watts per Pound for a given model and get a good idea of the power level 

that the motor and prop combination is providing.  This also allows you to make sure that you are 

selecting the correct size and capacity of battery, as well as the correct amperage of ESC to purchase to 

make sure that you have a completely matched power system that will work as expected and provide 

hundreds of hours of trouble-free operation. 
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Typical BadAss Motor Performance Data Chart 
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Typical Cobra Motor Performance Data Chart 
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Typical KDE Multirotor Motor Performance Data Chart 
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Typical T-Motor Multirotor Motor Performance Data Chart 
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Typical Tempest Motor Performance Data Chart 
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As you can see, there are a lot of lot of different ways that motor manufactures use to describe the 

physical size and power output of their motors.  Once you understand these differences, and know 

exactly what to look for, it does start to make sense and then becomes easier to cross reference one 

motor brand to another when picking out a motor.  Obviously, the more data that a specific motor 

company provides about their products, the easier it is to make sure that you are getting the right motor 

for your specific application. 

Learning all the details that go with electric power systems can be a bit challenging at first, but once you 

have an understanding about all the different terminology and numbering schemes used to name 

motors, the process to get the correct motor becomes fairly easy. 
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